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Introduction
This use case provides recommendations on how ECSF can be used to shape education
programmes that are linked with cybersecurity. As ECSF manifests the structure of high-level
profiles from practitioners’ point of view, including main tasks, relevant knowledge and skills,
this can provide more focused approach for building specialized and comprehensive study
programs, tailored to specific profiles, instead of covering cybersecurity in general.

Challenge
Education institutions compose their curricula considering the complete path – starting with
the fundamental courses that are required for the student to learn as a basis for the next set
of follow-on courses, which are often cybersecurity-specific. However, the selection of
courses to be included in the cybersecurity curricula is up to the instituteion.
Each education institution has its own specific environment (determined by, e.g.,
infrastructure, equipment, expertise of teachers, composition of existing programs, etc.) and
there is no universal way how the curriculum should be constructed.
Education providers differ in what concrete subdomain of cybersecurity they would like to
focus on. Some providers are very technical, focusing on, e.g., computer science, some more
social-oriented, focusing on legal and societal aspects. Therefore, the interoperability among
the resulting study programs and a common language is currently a significant challenge.
Some academic programmes do not build skills and competencies that prepare students for
specific work roles available on the job market. This poses a challenge for students which do
not understand what are the occupational possibilities at the end of their studies.

Solution enabled by ECSF
The ECSF may contribute to the following activities that address challenges above:
Evaluation: Description of profiles allows institutions to review their curricula in a
structured and systematic manner, understanding the practitioners’ point of view. This
allows to understand for what profile institution is mainly targeting their graduates.
Improvement: Can be done based on the evaluation exercise. This is especially important
considering the set of knowledge / skills ascribed to specific profile.
Focus: Education provided by universities may differ in the way they address core
competencies. Some might be more focused on specific technological courses, some on
law, others on forensics, etc. Having an ECSF to work with, they can map their core
competencies onto various courses areas, important for defined profiles. This enables the
institution to develop more effective targeted programs in house around the main
competencies.
Collaboration: ECSF gives the education providers the common language and vocabulary
for describing their courses, creating joint programmes and allowing mobility of students.

While applying ECSF to cybersecurity education, the following approach is recommended:
Courses in curricula can be classed as belonging to either Fundamental or Cyber
Security categories. Fundamental courses are those that might not be directly linked to
the ECSF, but which serve as a prerequisite for later studies. For example, Fundamental
Cryptology is the prerequisite for Cryptanalysis or Advanced Cryptology; Number
Theory is necessary for most intermediate and advanced computer related courses.
Once the Fundamental courses are identified, the Cybersecurity courses can be
proposed to address requirements of work roles the students are aiming to. Linking is
achieved based on the content of individual courses, which can be linked to the
profiles and finally to work roles. The concrete steps, as depicted in Fig. 1, are:
a. For a specific Work Role 1, education providers find the relevant Profiles (Profile 1
and Profile 12 in our example). This mapping, marked by brown arrows, should be
specified by the job advertisers/employers.
b. Education providers identify the necessary knowledge and skills for selected
profiles. These requirements are defined by the ECSF, marked by blue arrows.
c. Education providers design new or reuse existing courses (in our example courses 1,
2, 3, 4) that address the knowledge and skills identified in the step above. This
mapping between courses and their content must be done by course
administrators.
d. Having all necessary courses (and all prerequisites for them, general noncybersecurity courses, other courses for broadening the scope of students, etc.),
the core of the curriculum is ready.
Of course, the ECSF can be applied also in an exactly opposite way: first composing the
curriculum from individual courses, analysing the knowledge and skills provided, using
the ECSF to identify profiles and, finally, finding the work roles that are supported by
the curriculum. This mapping reveals what exact knowledge and skills is already present
in the curricula or, on the other side, what is missing and should be stressed or added
to the courses. In this way, the ECSF helps to structure the curricula for a better fit with
the expected profiles and job roles.

Fig. 1: Usage of European Cybersecurity Skills Framework by Education Providers

Result / added Value by SPARTA
SPARTA project used a cybersecurity skills framework to create a free tool called
Cybersecurity Curricula Designer. It is a simple web application that helps education
providers to create new study programs on cybersecurity and/or to analyze existing study
programs according to their content and its reflection of cybersecurity jobs requirements.
The tool depicted in Fig. 2 allows study program administrators to compose their study
program by dragging and dropping courses from the left section to the middle section.
Courses, from which administrators develop the study programs, can be either pre-defined
or custom. While composing the study program, the statistical data about its content is
displayed in the right section. Besides other data, the information about what competencies
and work roles are supported by the program are provided. By using the tool, it is easy to
find out what content is missing in the study program and what specific work roles are bestsuited for the graduates of the program. In this case, the cybersecurity skills framework is the
core of the applications which allows linking the skills and knowledge with job roles.

Fig .2: SPARTA Curricula Designer

For further information see:
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